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Abstract

The Beowulf parallel workstation combines �� PC�
compatible processing subsystems and disk drives us�
ing dual Ethernet networks to provide a single�user
environment with � Gops peak performance� half a
Gbyte of disk storage� and up to � times the disk
I�O bandwidth of conventional workstations� The Be�
owulf architecture establishes a new operating point
in price�performance for single�user environments re�
quiring high disk capacity and bandwidth� The Be�
owulf research project is investigating the feasibility
of exploiting mass market commodity computing ele�
ments in support of Earth and space science require�
ments for large data�set browsing and visualization�
simulation of natural physical processes� and assimi�
lation of remote sensing data� This paper reports the
	ndings from a series of experiments for character�
izing the Beowulf dual channel communication over�
head� It is shown that dual networks can sustain 
��
greater throughput than a single network alone but that
bandwidth achieved is more highly sensitive to message
size than to the number of messages at peak demand�
While overhead is shown to be high for global synchro�
nization� its overall impact on scalability of real world
applications for computational uid dynamics and N�
body gravitational simulation is shown to be modest�

� Introduction

The Beowulf parallel workstation de�nes a new op�
erating point in price�performance for single�user com�
puting systems� Beowulf couples the low cost� mod�
erate performance of commodity personal�computing
subsystems with the emergence of de facto standards
in message passing hardware and software to realize
a � Gops workstation with exceptional local �le stor�
age capacity and bandwidth� This experimental sys�
tem is motivated by requirements of NASA Earth and
space science applications including data assimilation�
data set browsing and visualization� and simulation
of natural physical systems� It exploits parallelism in
processor� disk� and internal communication� all de�
rived from mass market commodity elements� Thus
enabling large temporary data sets to be bu�ered on
the workstation in order to reduce demand on shared
central �le servers and networks while greatly improv�
ing user response time� This paper presents results of
experiments to characterize the communication over�
head of the Beowulf parallel workstation and establish
the regime of e�ective operation�

While most distributed computing systems provide
general purpose multiuser environments� the Beowulf
distributed computing system is speci�cally designed
for single user workloads typical of high end scienti�c
workstation environments� The Princeton Shrimp �	

project is also targeted to parallel workstation sys�
tems comprising multiple personal�computer proces�



sors� This Pentium based distributed computer em�
ploys a custom communication unit to support a dis�
tributed shared memory model� Beowulf� by contrast�
incorporates no special purpose parts� depending in�
stead on parallel ethernet communication channels
to achieve adequate sustained interprocessor message
transfer rates� This has required some software en�
hancements at the operating system kernel level but
has been achieved with commercial o��the�shelf hard�
ware elements� speci�cally low cost Ethernet cards�

Much of the workstation operational demand is
very coarse grained job stream parallelism� But� as
with all workstations� some of the required workload
is computationally intensive� Thus� there is a need to
exploit parallelism within a single application� Ironi�
cally� where the solving of the parallel processing prob�
lem would ordinarily prove a challenge� in the com�
putational sciences community� many active applica�
tions have already been crafted in the communicating
sequential processes parallel programming style in or�
der to run e�ectively on larger distributed computers
such as the Intel Paragon ��
� the TMC CM� ��
�
or the CRI T�D ��
� Beowulf bene�ts from this par�
allel programming investment within the community
it is intended to serve and provides an equivalent pro�
gramming and compilation environment at the parallel
workstation level� A number of parallel applications
have been successfully� sometimes even easily� ported
to Beowulf in this manner�

Beowulf inter�processor communications is pro�
vided by standard �� Mbps Ethernet using dual chan�
nels with each channel connecting all �� processing
elements� These channels are equally accessible to all
processors and the operating system kernel �based on
Linux ��
� has been modi�ed to dynamically distribute
message packet tra�c to load balance across both net�
works� Interprocessor communications performance
may be characterized in several ways and this paper
presents experimental results re�ecting these aspects
of communication on execution performance� Basic
network capacity is characterized in terms of through�
put� both as byte transfer rate and number of messages
passed per unit time� These measurements are pre�
sented as functions of message size� message demand�
and number of channels employed �one or two�� Fi�
nally� the impact of parallel interprocessor communi�
cation is explored through two real�world application
programs from the Earth and space sciences commu�
nity� One problem is a computational �uid dynamics
application employing a regular static data structure
well suited to a system of Beowulf�s architecture� The
second is an N�body gravitational simulation with ir�

regular dynamic global data that challenges the capa�
bilities of Beowulf�s communication� Both the scaling
properties of these two applications and the commu�
nication overhead encountered will be presented�

� Beowulf architecture

The Beowulf parallel workstation architecture com�
prises �� PC processor subsystems� each with a half
GByte disk and controller� The Beowulf prototype
incorporates the Intel DX processor with a ���MHz
clock rate and 	�� KBytes of secondary cache� The
DX delivers greater computational power than other
members of the �� family not only from its higher
clock speed� but also from its �� KBtye primary
cache �twice the size of other �� primary caches� ��
�
Each processing subsystem has installed �� MBytes
of DRAM for a total system main memory of 	��
MBytes� The processing elements are interconnected
by two parallel Ethernet networks with peak capacity
of �� Mbps per network� For purposes of experimen�
tation� one network is twisted pair using a small� in�
expensive hub while the other is multidrop thin�net�
Two processor subsystems include separate ethernet
interfaces to external LAN�s for remote access and
data transfer� Two additional processor subsystems
include high resolution video controller�drivers� one
of these also providing user keyboard and mouse in�
terface for conventional single�user workstation access�
The Beowulf prototype subsystems are being packaged
in a single �oor�standing half�height utility cabinet in�
cluding secondary storage� four ���� �oppy drives� two
CD�ROM drives� and fans and power supplies�

The Beowulf parallel architecture� while in many re�
spects a conventional distributed structure� was devel�
oped to meet speci�c critical requirements dictated by
the Earth and space science community� The NASA
HPCC program and in particular the ESS project �in�
volving the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and
CalTech JPL� identi�ed the need for very high per�
formance workstations at the level of a Gops for large
science applications� The class of use of the required
system was diverse and included simulation of physi�
cal processes and data browsing and navigation as well
as visualization of large data sets� Therefore� beyond
processor performance� large disk capacity and high
disk I�O transfer rates were determined to be essen�
tial� Out of necessity and because of the experimen�
tal nature of the project and architecture� a base of
system software had to be available that would pro�
vide robust and sophisticated operating system sup�
port while having available full source code and docu�



mentation� Perhaps more importantly� NASA�s com�
mitment to technology transfer with industrial and
academic sectors required that all aspects of the Be�
owulf parallel workstation results be made easily avail�
able to other centers of computer and physical sciences
that could bene�t from the NASA results� Finally�
the very nature of Beowulf as a single�user worksta�
tion demanded that the marginal replacement cost of
the system be consistent with pricing of contemporary
high end workstations� although of lower performance
than anticipated by Beowulf�

Beowulf is an applied research project devised to
explore an operating point for workstations not yet
addressed by the commercial marketplace and of par�
ticular interest to the high performance computational
science community� In light of the requirements above�
a set of architecture choices were made that distin�
guishes Beowulf from conventional high end worksta�
tions and from many other distributed computing sys�
tems� The most apparent are the high degree of par�
allelism exploited and the use of personal�computing
mass�market subsystems rather than the somewhat
higher performance workstation oriented microproces�
sors� This scale of structure and devices were cho�
sen based on careful analysis of the requirements and
technology opportunities� In particular� the class of
workload in a workstation is often di�erent from that
demanded of a typical distributed high performance
computing system� A workstation workload may con�
sist of a number of decoupled or at most loosely cou�
pled tasks to manage the environment and resources�
While it is expected that a shared memory environ�
ment is necessary for an e�ective workstation capa�
bility� the Beowulf project tests the viability of serv�
ing this role with a distributed memory logically re�
lated only through the process name space and mes�
sage passing mechanisms� This distinguishes Beowulf
from the Shrimp �	
 project which will provide dis�
tributed shared memory through custom logic�

The use of PC�derived processors was determined
not so much from the relatively low cost of the proces�
sors themselves� but from the low cost of the full pro�
cessing subsystems �motherboards� due to true mass
market scale of fabrication and distribution at the
consumer level� This market is orders of magnitude
larger than the workstation market and the cost ben�
e�ts resulting from this economy of scale provided a
new operating point largely unexplored by the scien�
ti�c community� The full COTS subsystems and avail�
able networks were anticipated to impose a bottleneck�
Two approaches were identi�ed to alleviate this prob�
lem and achieve necessary interprocessor communica�

tion rates� The �rst� being tested by the Beowulf
prototype and explored in this paper� is the use of
parallel networks� If message packet tra�c demand
could be load balanced across multiple Ethernet net�
works� bandwidth scaling should be achievable� The
second approach is the exploitation of the emerging
��� Mbps Ethernet networks� While not integrated
into the Beowulf prototype� this exciting technology
is being tested separately� In a previous paper ��	
�
interprocessor communication was shown to constrain
�le transfer rates under certain circumstances but that
the higher level of bandwidth possible from this new
technology would largely alleviate this problem result�
ing in a balanced architecture�

The emergence of de facto standards in message
passing hardware and software mechanisms along with
the already considerable investment in scienti�c mes�
sage passing application software development per�
mits at least some important parallel computations
to be performed on Beowulf without the use of a
shared memory context� Some exceptions will exist
and hinder Beowulf as a universal scienti�c worksta�
tion� But� as is shown in section � important prob�
lems in the Earth and space sciences� even with com�
plex and dynamic resource demands can be e�ectively
accomplished by the Beowulf architecture�

The Beowulf scalable communications is imple�
mented by duplicating the hardware address of a pri�
mary network adaptor to the secondary interfaces� and
marking all packets received on the internal networks
as coming from a single pseudo�interface� This scheme
constrains each internal network to connect to each
node� With these constraints the Ethernet packet con�
tents are independent of the actual interface used and
we avoid the software routing overhead of handling
more general interconnect topologies� The only addi�
tional computation over a using single network inter�
face is the computationally simple task of distributing
the packets over the available device transmit queues�
The current method used is alternating packets among
the available network interfaces�

� Communication channel capacity

The degree to which multiple processors can be
combined to perform a single application is ultimately
limited by the capacity of the global interprocessor
communication network� A series of experiments was
conducted to characterize the capability of the mul�
tiple Ethernet communication channels provided for
data transfer between processors and global synchro�
nization� This is complicated by the many degrees of



freedom that determine the domain over which com�
munication can transpire� Also for communication ca�
pability� there is more than one metric of performance
that should be considered�

In this section� communication capability is investi�
gated using a synthetic program� the purpose of which
is to generate message tra�c� The test program ex�
changes a token �message� between a pair of proces�
sors� One processor generates a token which will com�
prise one or more packets and sends it to the sec�
ond processor� This second processor then generates
the same message and returns it to the �rst� The
minimum transfer time is determined by hardware
and software considerations and accurately re�ects all
factors contributing to sustained communication per�
formance� The demand rate is increased by adding
processor pairs ping�ponging tokens back and forth�
While there is no contention for processors �no proces�
sor is involved with more than one token� the global
communication channels are resources subject to pos�
sible contention� With �� processors and � processor
pairs� the range of active tokens is from � to �� As will
be seen shortly� this is enough to reveal the domain of
network performance behavior�

A second parameter of importance to network per�
formance is the size of the tokens measured in bytes�
For these experiments� the token size is varied between
four bytes �plus the header information� to �K bytes�
Ethernet packets can contain to about �K bytes so
the large tokens are implemented by the system using
multiple packets� The third parameter is the num�
ber of channels active at one time� Here results for
one and two channel con�gurations are reported� al�
though some data has been collected on three channel
organizations of � processors� The two performance
metrics examined are sustained bandwidth or infor�
mation throughput measured in MBytes per second�
and message throughput measured in tokens per sec�
ond�

The data bandwidth empirical results are presented
in Figure � with the throughput in MBytes�sec plotted
with respect to the size of the tokens measured in bytes
and itself presented as log base 	� This chart shows
�� separate curves divided in two groups� solid lines
represent runs using only one Ethernet and double�
dashed lines show measurements of experiments using
tow Ethernet networks simultaneously� For each of
these two groups� there are � curves distinguished by
the level of token demand� between � and � active
ping�ponging tokens� The legend in the �gure relates
the plot�point symbols to the token demand�

The empirical results clearly demonstrate that the

Figure �� Beowulf Data Bandwidth

data rate has a strong relationship to token size and
is insensitive to the token demand� Except for a token
demand of �� all higher demands are tightly clustered
exhibiting about the same throughput for the same
token size� This is a product of contention for the
network that largely serializes the communication� A
demand of � does not stress the network resources� but
a demand of two or more tokens does� resulting from
the contention arbitration strategy�

Where two networks are used� a similar clustering
is demonstrated but at a signi�cantly higher overall
bandwidth for a given token size� The spread of be�
havior is broader for two networks than one because
of the addition of the packet distribution algorithm
included in the Beowulf Linux kernel� The packet dis�
patch algorithm employed by each processor is simply
to use one network and then the other� blindly� While
this does not exploit possibly useful information about
tra�c patterns� we see that generally� the dual net�
work approach using this simple strategy returns ���
times the sustained bandwidth of the single network
at the highest levels achieved� This is good scaling for
such a trivial dispatch strategy� The e�ectiveness of
two networks is even demonstrated with a demand of
only one token� When the token size exceeds that of
a single packet� multiple packets can take advantage
of the availability of dual channels showing a ��� im�
provement over the single channel case for �K byte
tokens�

Beyond a certain packet size� throughput is domi�
nated by network bandwidth� For the single channel
case this occurs at token size of �K bytes yielding a
sustained throughput of about � MByte per second�
This is good when compared to an absolute peak of
��	� MBytes per second� For dual channels� satura�
tion is not reached until a token size K bytes� It is



Figure 	� Beowulf Message Throughput

observed that even for a � token demand using a single
channel� the saturation level is reached with tokens of
�k bytes�

The general behavior of this networking scheme is
better illustrated in Figure 	 where the rate of to�
ken transfer is presented with respect to the token
size� Again� single and dual network measurements
are plotted and distinguished by token demand� The
number of tokens transferred per unit time is insen�
sitive to token size for small tokens but as the size
signi�cantly exceeds the packet send overhead� the
token transfer rate declines until network saturation
forces a direct tradeo� between token size and num�
ber of tokens transferred per unit time� As previously
seen� generally the dual network con�guration signi��
cantly out performed the single network system� But
an interesting anomaly is exposed for the two token
demand case� The dual network system does little
better in terms of token transfer rate than the sin�
gle network system until token size exceeds 	�� bytes�
At the time of submission of this research paper� this
phenomenon is not understood and requires further
study� Especially for the dual network con�guration�
token transfer rate shows marked sensitivity to token
demand at least up to � active tokens�

Two key conclusions are drawn from these �nding�
The �rst is that multiple channels do scale in terms
of both data bandwidth and token transfer rate� The
second is that token size is more important than to�
ken demand for deriving best performance from avail�
able communication resources� The �rst conclusion
motivates the use of parallel communication channels�
The second conclusion requires application program�
mers to package their data in large aggregates rather
than sending many smaller packets�

� Applications scaling and communi�

cation overhead

We have selected two applications for this study
which stress the computer architecture in very di�er�
ent ways� The �rst solves the equations of compress�
ible gas dynamics on a structured grid� This algorithm
is computationally intensive and requires only a small
amount of local communication� As a result� the par�
allelization overhead is relatively small� The second
code solves the gravitational N�body problem using
a tree algorithm� Since the tree is unstructured� the
code makes frequent use of indirect addressing and re�
quires global communication�

��� Compressible Gas Dynamics

The �rst code to be discussed solves Euler�s equa�
tions for compressible gas dynamics on a struc�
tured� logically rectangular grid� The code� named
PROMETHEUS ��
� has been used primarily for com�
putational astrophysics simulations� such as super�
nova explosions non�spherical accretion �ows� and
nova outbursts� Euler�s equations are solved using the
Piecewise�Parabolic Method �PPM� for hydrodynam�
ics �
� This is a very high�resolution �nite volume
technique� which is particularly well�suited to calcu�
lation of �ows which contain discontinuities such as
shock fronts and material interfaces� Systems can be
studied in either one� two� or three spatial dimen�
sions using rectangular� cylindrical� or spherical co�
ordinates� The results discussed below are for calcu�
lations performed on a two�dimensional rectangular
grid�

This code was parallelized using a domain decom�
position technique� in which the grid was divided into
a number of rectangular tiles� This approach has been
used successfully on a large number of parallel comput�
ers� including the Cray C���� MasPar MP�� and MP�
	� IBM SP�� and SP�	� Cray T�D� and Intel Paragon�
For the case of Beowulf� each processor is assigned
one or more tiles to calculate� Each tile is surrounded
by a frame of ghost points which are used for speci�
fying boundary conditions� Since the formulation of
the PPM algorithm used in PROMETHEUS is a nine�
point scheme� the ghost points need to be updated only
once per time step if frame is four grid points wide�
The only communication required using this approach
is that four rows of values must be exchanged between
adjacent tiles once per time step� Since a few thou�
sand �oating point operations are needed to update
each zone for a single time step� the ratio between



communication costs and computational costs is quite
low�

��� The Gravitational N�body Problem

Tree codes are a collection of algorithms which �nd
an approximate solution to the equations of force of a
system of gravitationally interacting particles ��
� In
these algorithms the particles are sorted into a spa�
tial hierarchy which forms a tree data structure� Each
node in the tree then represents a grouping of parti�
cles� Data which represents average quantities of these
particles �e�g� total mass� center of mass� and high or�
der moments of the mass distribution� are computed
and stored at the nodes of the tree� The forces are
then computed by having each particle search the tree
and pruning subtrees from the search when the aver�
age data stored at that node can be used to compute
a force on the searching particle below a user supplied
accuracy limit� For a �xed level of accuracy this al�
gorithm scales as Nlog�N� although O�N� algorithms
are also possible�

Since the tree search for any one particle is not
known a priori and the tree is unstructured� frequent
use is made of indirect addressing� This presents prob�
lems for distributed memory� parallel implementations
of this algorithm since one wishes to minimize any
o� processor accesses of data� One the other hand�
the problem does possess a highly parallel component�
each particle searches the tree structure completely in�
dependently of all other particles in the system�

��� Performance Scaling

The scaling characteristics of these two application
codes were tested were evaluated on the Beowulf par�
allel workstation� The results are shown in Figure ��
For the N�body code� the problem size was kept �xed
for all processor numbers� Two separate curves are
shown for the PPM gas dynamics code� For one case�
the problem size was kept �xed� while for the second
curve� the problem size was scaled with the number
of processors so that the amount of work assigned to
each processor remained �xed� Both codes were run
on up to �� processors� For the PPM code� the tile
size was kept �xed at �� � �� ��� � �� including the
ghost points��

For �xed problem sizes� both codes showed signi��
cant performance degradation when run on � or more
processors� The performance increased only about
��� when the number of processors was increased
from � to ��� When �� processors are used� there is too

Figure �� ESS Code Scaling

little work left per processor to make up for the paral�
lelization overhead� Single processor performance for
the N�body code was ��� MFLOPS� while the PPM
code achieved �� MFLOPS on a single processor� For
the full �� processor Beowulf� the speed attained was
�� MFLOPS for the N�body code and �� MFLOPS
for the PPM code� For comparison� a shared mem�
ory version of the N�body code on the Convex SPP�
���� ���
 with � processors yields a performance of 	��
MFLOPS ���
�

Much better characteristics were obtained for the
PPM code when the problem size was scaled with the
number of processors� At �� processors� the perfor�
mance decreased by only ��� with respect to ideal�
Single processor performance for the code was ��
MFLOPS� The full �� processor Beowulf delivered �	
MFLOPS� This compares favorably with the perfor�
mance of a comparably sized TMC CM�� �without
the vector chips� and the Intel Paragon� The CRI
T�D achieved less than a factor of 	�� better than Be�
owulf for the same number of processors� Whether
the scaling performance of the N�body code will also
improve if the problem size is scaled with the number
of processors remains to be determined�

The parallelization overhead for both codes is plot�
ted in Figure � As expected� the overhead for the
N�body code is quite high due to the large amount
of global communication required� The overhead ac�
tually exceeds ��� for �� processors� meaning that
more time is spent in overhead than in communica�
tion� Surprisingly� for the PPM code with �xed prob�
lem size� the situation is even worse� For �� proces�
sors� the overhead is greater than ���� In this case�
however� the overhead is not due to communication
time� The total time required for the communication
routines is only �� of the wall clock time� The ma�



Figure � ESS Code Communication Overhead

jority of the overhead time appears to be taken up by
synchronization of the processors at the end of each
time step� This could probably be improved consider�
ably by modifying the algorithm to allow for dynamic
load balancing� but this experiment has not yet been
attempted� It also remains to be determined if it can
be improved by increasing the tile size�

An additional experiment was performed to deter�
mine whether the use of multiple networks will in�
crease performance� For the PPM code �both cases�
the e�ect was negligible� as expected� since the com�
munication overhead never exceeds ��� For the N�
body code� the overall improvement obtained by us�
ing two networks was only a few percent� However�
when the dynamic load balancing portion of the algo�
rithm was tested� it was found to be network band�
width constrained� Using two networks provided a
��� improvement for this portion of the code�

These scaling experiments with real problems
showed surprisingly good performance� considering
that PC microprocessors were being used� In the case
of the PPM code� Beowulf provided competitive per�
formance in what should have been its weakest area�
namely in a �oating point intensive application� It is
likely that the performance of this code can be im�
proved even more� as discussed above� allowing even
larger problems to be executed� The N�body code
also attained very creditable performance� When cost
is considered� Beowulf delivered a far better price�
performance ratio than general MPP�s� It is true that
Beowulf is limited in the scope of its scaling� Its con�
�guration is only intended to exploit the �rst order
of magnitude in parallelism� But within that regime�
Beowulf appears to provide satisfactory scaling perfor�
mance� at least for the classes of problems represented
by the codes discussed in this section�

� Discussion and conclusions

A key observation from the Beowulf project is that
a � Gops peak performance can be implemented at
costs well within the price range of high end work�
stations �the total cost of the Beowulf prototype was
approximately �������� The use of low cost� mod�
erate performance� moderate disk I�O bandwidth el�
ements in a distribute con�guration of �� elements
demonstrates that greater parallelism combined with
mass market subsystems can provide a superior price�
performance capability for certain types of operation�
This also demonstrated the utility of employing the
Linux operating system as a basis of research in dis�
tributed systems and as a platform for operational use�
Linux proved robust� e�cient� and ready to use� The
availability of source code and no licensing constraints
permitted modi�cation of the kernel to support multi�
channel Ethernet communications� transparent to the
user application� It also provides an ideal vehicle for
technology transfer of new system software tools de�
veloped in support of distributed computing�

The empirical results presented in this paper clearly
demonstrate the viability as well as ease of employing
multi�channel Ethernet communications� Although
the message packet dispatching strategy was very sim�
ple� and the Ethernet interface�drivers were COTS el�
ements� at saturation a dual system sustainable band�
width exceeded a single channel con�guration by ���
where the single unit sustained bandwidth achieved
as at least ��� of absolute peak bandwidth of the
hardware� Other experiments not discussed in this
paper extended these results to three channels for a
smaller con�guration system showing good continued
scaling ��	
� This opens the way to the use of mul�
tiple ��� Mbps Ethernet technology that is just now
emerging� Analysis shows that this technology com�
bined in parallel will exceed the worst case commu�
nications requirements of Beowulf in terms of band�
width although latency considerations have yet to be
addressed� While overall behavior of the multi�channel
approach proved very good� some anomalous behav�
iors were observed that are not fully understood but
are probably artifacts of the message scheduling pol�
icy adopted� Future studies will have to be conducted
to determine the precise causes�

One severe test of a parallel workstation such as
Beowulf is when performing real world applications
in parallel� This paper presented �ndings from ex�
tensive tests conducted on two space science applica�
tions� Under di�erent but realistic conditions� both
application codes demonstrated good scaling across �
processors and useful additional performance achieved



using all �� processors� In fact� when compared to
an Intel Paragon of comparable number of process�
ing nodes� Beowulf did equally well� Also� when run
on the CRI T�D again of a comparable number of
processing elements� Beowulf delivered about half the
performance seen on the T�D� In both cases� it is pos�
sible that future optimizations will change these per�
formance ratios either way� But overall� the sustained
performance compared favorably in light of the rela�
tive costs of the respective systems� However� com�
munication overhead again consumed a considerable
amount of computing time and therefore will be a tar�
get of future enhancement�

A second generation Beowulf parallel workstation
is in production� While the overall con�guration �and
software systems� is unchanged� principal di�erences
include replacing the Intel DX with the Intel Pen�
tium� replacing the �� Mbps Ethernet networks with
��� Mbps technology� and doubling the disk capac�
ity� These improvements are expected to more than
double the sustained �oating point performance� and
largely eliminate the inter�processor interconnects as
a source of performance constraint� In particular�
disk �le transfer rates between separate pairs of disks
should be signi�cantly improved and parallel applica�
tion scaling characteristics should be enhanced as well�

Future studies will resolve some of the unanswered
conditions about network behavior and test more ef�
�cient methods of achieving global operations� A
broader base of parallel applications is being devel�
oped including data intensive visualization applica�
tions with real�time requirements� An implementation
of MPI is to be ported shortly and will be evaluated
against the performance achieved with PVM�More ad�
vanced task scheduling and parallel disk management
techniques developed at other research centers will be
integrated into the current system software framework
and tested against the needs of the workstation work�
load� An important outcome of this work is to provide
a baseline of measurements by which other projects
can determine the relative bene�ts of incorporating
custom hardware mechanisms� because if you can�t do
better than Beowulf� you might as well use Beowulf�
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